
 
Thursday May 29 
 
Festival Opening / Talk on Queer Feminisms 17:00 – 20:00 
Festival Opening / "Killing My Mother" storytelling performance by Ade Adeniji at the OCCII 20:30 - 21:30  
Festival Opening / Art exhibition 19:00 - 22:00 
 
Friday May 30 
 
Workshop Phase I / 12:00 – 14:00 
 

1. DIY Craft Workshop I  
2. Queering Relationship Structures (On the Border)  
3. Queer is as Queer Does  
4. Sex workers rights  

 
Lunch / MKZ / 14:00 – 15:30 
 

QTIPOC Caucus  
 
Workshops Phase II / 16:00 – 19:00 
 

1. Queer Talking Points  
2. Chair Safety for All Genders: Clowning for Queers  
3. Trans* Sex  
4. Ironing Maidens: Electronic Music Production 

 
Running Activities: 

Silkscreening Screen / Printing darkroom  
Filmloop, Installations, Art Expos  
 

Dinner / MKZ / 19:00-21:00 
 
Performance Night / 21:00 – 3:00 
 
 
Saturday May 31 
 
Workshops Phase I / 12:00 – 14:00 
 

1. Film Screening “Fuck with Money” with Filmmakers Q & A  
2. Queer Migration  
3. In Between Your Legs  
4. On Connections Between Identity/Appearance  

 
Lunch / MKZ / 14:00 – 15:30 
 

Sex Worker Caucus  
 

Workshops Phase II / 16:00 – 19:00 
 

1. Des.GYN.COLONIZ.Hers  
2. DIY Craft workshop II  
3. Queer Health  
4. Between Sexgender and Transfemmebodiment: It is not about diversity 
5. Homosexuality among Turkish Migrants in Dordrecht  

 
Running Activities: 

Silkscreening Screen / Printing darkroom  
Filmloop, Installations, Art Expos  



 
Dinner / MKZ / 19:00-21:00 
 
Performance Night / Occii / 21:00-3:00 
 
 
Sunday June 1 
 
Finish food delicacies / pot luck (vegan & BDS) / snacky snack left-overs - all day 
 
Workshops 14:00 – 17:00 
 

1. Queer Lives: Film Program with Filmmakers Q & A  
2. Trans* Caucus  
3. On Queer Art Spaces as...  
4. Rid-ID-Kule Circus Workshop  
5. Tara Transitory – Artist Presentation  

 
Direct Action: Off with his head  17:00-19:00 
 
Festival ending party (TBA ) 19:00 -24:00 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_Art Exhibitions_   
 

A 
Title: Escaping into Common Places. Or: My Life is Framed by You. 
Year(s): 2014 
 
Concept, Performance: Mijke van der Drift 
Concept, Media: Alex 
Crew: Alkisti Theophilou, Silvia Radicioni, Masha Ru 
.............................. 
 



B 

Name(s) / art collective: Guik 
Title of the work(s): Sténopédales 
Year(s): 2014 
 
Perfect body's image has been created by straight people for commercial use. 
We are not for sale! We don't want to buy your fucking perfume! 
I refuse this perfect plastic image, we are a lot more than this. Humans with strenght and weakness, 
personnality, bad breath and a beating heart. 
So I asked queer people to decide how they want to look and used pinehole cameras to create unique 
portraits. Dark, blurry and full of mistakes. Everything that is breaking the codes of "regular" portraits. 
Free from these stupid rules, we look way more fantastic. Away from straight people selling toothbrushes, 
there are emotions coming from real people. 
............................. 
 

C 

Name(s) / art collective: Helena Hazera  
Title of the work(s): Salon de T (T parlour)  
Year(s): 2010  
 
A portrait of Farah Diod a French artist famous for her avantgard images on computer, how she links her 
creation of images with the creation she made of herself. 
..........................  
 

D 

Name(s) / art collective: j.p.g.g.p and AnnaMaria Pinaka 
Title of the work: (Like a record baby) 
Year: 2014 
 
(Like a record baby) is a music video/drag performance of the song You Spin Me Round  Dead or Alive, 
1985 that we made in the guise of our duoact characters Buck and Volcano and was filmed at the Vrankrijk, 
Amsterdam. 
Through our characters we explore aspects of masculinity that we find alluring, repugnant, decadent, 
problematic, and ones with which we hold close and readily identify with in our own fantasies of masculinity. 
This video is one of the creative results of our exploration of masculinity and genderplay research which 
initially took place though our collaborative residency project Daddy I am a man 
(http://daddyiamaman.tumblr.com/) in March 2014 in Amsterdam. 
 www.jpggp.com 
..........................  
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpggp.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGwfR0vuJbRb0MfneRdfUHXByYpHA


E 

Name(s) / art collective: Cassey Clam, SIL, Sandra Julve 
Title of the work(s): CXXXains 
Year(s): 2014 
 
 “A tie is a big hug”, “ Kill me again or take me as i am, i shall not change“, “Freedom is decide which chains 
bind you” are the personal emblem of 3 beings that are gonna be teletransported to Queeristan. They might 
explore the surrounding area as the social behavior communicating with their own bodies in order to find 
their own voice. They have propounded a philosophy of extreme licentiousness, unrestrained by ethics , 
religion or law, and will make us take part of their evolution until they reach the point where they realize that 
being different is their best feature. As Mariko Yoshida says “To know yourself is the gateway to know others 
and to accept them as a whole”. 
.............................. 
 

F 

Name(s) / art collective: Raisa Kabir 
Title of the work(s): Visible Space: Reflections on the realm of dimensional affect, space and the queer 
racialised self 
Year(s): 2014 
 
Uncovering the intrinsic movements between space, objects, and dress, in relation to how queer presenting 
brown bodies are read and perceived, in context to public/private space, and the affect of these dimensions 
upon the queer brown body and it’s own gaze. 
A series of visual essays by Raisa Kabir, that explore how the construction of space affects the dimensions 
of gender, sexuality, race and ethnicity in relation to the queer racialised body. Through looking at the 
interconnections of dress, objects and space, the work is a conceptualising of the therapeutic process and 
affect of re imaging and creating visible space, and explores how South Asian LBTQ persons desire to see 
themselves reflected in space. LGBTQ identity is so often painted with whiteness and dominated by 
Eurocentric imagery; the queer markers of racialised LBTQ women and trans/genderqueer ID persons can 
be erased or dismissed entirely.  
www.invisiblespace.co.uk 
.............................. 
 

G 

Name(s) / art collective: The Kokra Family 
Title of the work(s): The Paternalisation Piece 
Year(s): 2014 
 
The Paternalisation Piece made by THE KOKRA FAMILY represents a layered critique on contemporary 
social formats that are inbedded in modern society. The piece tries to lead the audience in a playful 
metaphoric set up to a strong moment of self reflection and awareness. The installation consists of a pink 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.in-visiblespace.co.uk&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHQzBHBtA0p4frs84spND4uqeTMvg


carpet, a broom and a text. The text invites the audience into action, everything that happens after reading 
the text is of course about freedom. We want to enlarge the existential value to its maximum, by leaving the 
use of the installation as open as possible. 
.............................. 
 

H 

Name(s) / art collective: Manu Lago 
Title of the work(s): Trans 1 (2012), Combat (2013), Undressed (2013) 
Year(s): 2012/2013 
 
"Any person stripped of his/her garment is an animal" Lucian Freud 
I should say that all images are generated by an impulse with a very basic idea in the background. It's true 
that they always have a reading, which should be made necessarily by the one who is watching. 
 
It aswell is true that I'm experiencing an increasing interest in the queer arts. I'm interested in the reflection of 
the homosexual world in arts, in society, in everything. And it's this "everything" which always takes part in 
arts.  
www.manulago.com 
.............................. 
 

I 
Name(s) / art collective: *LEMBO* 
Title of the work(s): queer disko 
Year(s): 2014 
 
Stencilled queer/tg/anarchist artwork on 7" and 12" vinyl records found in bins. 
www.facebook.com/lemboart 
.............................. 
 

J 

Name(s) / art collective: Fernanda Liberti  
Title of the work(s): NA 
Year(s): NA 
 
My work turns around gender identity, experimentation, sex, my personal life and experiences and pretty 
much everything around me or that makes me curious. 
www.fernandaliberti.tumblr.com & www.facebook.com/fernandalibertiphotography 
 
.............................. 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.manulago.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHHGOVz-w9LLR-eswjCWCQi-GUgIw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Flemboart&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE84gaBGq9zvis2PxPoceUbwt05Kw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fernandaliberti.tumblr.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFsolJbXuAz7Xk3cvuBb8vwWejKQw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Ffernandalibertiphotography&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEEarE511imm12VcW8bQeDymvf6tg


K 

Name(s) / art collective: Laura Longo 
Title of the work(s): A.D.I.O.S.  
Year(s): NA 
 
A.D.I.O.S. talks about anxsiety and goodbyes, running away from identities. The movements takes power 
and creates traces which are not real and not easily discovered. It is a run away from oneself. It is a double 
triptic work. 
 
.............................. 

L 

Title of the work(s): r_elevator 
Years(s): 2008 
 
"r_elevator" is a nonplace of nonidentity where inside comes to life, or death, the nonexistent and the 
manifold.  
 
.............................. 

M 

Name(s) / art collective: Elen Mai Wyn Jones  
 
www.facebook.com/elenmai 
www.facebook.com/pages/BitchPleaseZin… 
www.facebook.com/BELEGIRL 
www.elenmaiwynjones.co.uk 
 
.............................. 

N 

Name(s) / art collective: Ariane Sirota  
Title of the work(s): Embranouches II 
Year(s): 2014 
 
Sculpture built in a few days, in situ, with the help of the organizers who gathered part of the supplies to 
make it possible. 
Recycling is a part of my practice, I enjoy working with materials in touch with daily life, and using accessible 
technique. 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Felenmai&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHPglEaTYkXzRJrl8kUvZzR6ybdfg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpages%2FBitch-Please-Zin&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEZhrV1BaIuKwjDwM-PAPn_TQLGfQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FBELEGIRL&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE4ZUjeoED21M5fAAulR_rZqKvUHw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.elenmaiwynjones.co.uk&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE00CmQMsya8d_S7X4JY4S6p7dRMg


This piece is a part of a series I call ‘Ninouches’ in reference toJohn Updike's The witches of Eastwick : 
that’s how are called (in the French translation) of the main characters' creations. She's very careful in 
marking the slot on the pubis of each and every 'ninouche' she makes. 
http://artiane.wordpress.com 
 
............................... 
::Back to Program:: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_Opening Performance_   
 

Killing My Mother 
 
 
A storytelling performance by Ade Adeniji tracing moments 
from the journey of his mother who travelled from Nigeria to 
Great Britain in the mid 60s to join her husband. She returns 
to Nigeria with Ade in the mid 70s armed with feminist 
ideology and a different way of seeing the world, which 
leads to friction with her husband and his family. The 
performance tackles a variety of themes, including clashes 
of culture and tradition, yearning for family acceptance, 
shame and stigma, conforming and belonging, being gay and 
the mother-son dynamic. 
 
The Storyteller Performer: Ade Adeniji is a Group Facilitator 
and Storyteller who has performed in the UK and 
Netherlands. He performed in the storytelling performance 
‘The Velvet Rage: gay men reflect on their life’ at the Sarah 
Siddons Theatre, London and in the follow up ‘Beneath the 
Surface’ at The Royal School of Speech and Drama. His 
storytelling has featured on Radio Netherlands and he 
performed at the 2013 World Storytelling Day in The Hague, 
Netherlands.  

 
::Back to Program:: 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fartiane.wordpress.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFxxn5wh2eI6BOWUaIEVAPgu4oxuQ


 

_Workshops_   
 

Queer Talking Points | Workshop 
 
Discussing queer issues is difficult enough amongst friends who share our politics. When debating 
questions close to our hearts with people who disagree with us, or are ignorant of the issues, it is 
important to be clear and persuasive.  
 
To help each other prepare for such conversations, participants in this collaborative workshop will 
practice brainstorming and expressing talking points on a range queer issues such as marriage equality 
and anti-marriage, queer parenting and anti-procreation, trans* rights and gender constructivism, 
homonationalism, pinkwashing, etc. 
 
For participants to consider approaches to debating queer political questions, learn strategies on 
generating talking points on specific issues of interest, and practice applying those talking points in 
conversation. 
 
Time 2 hour workshop, and a life-time of ideas! 
 
About the workshop facilitator 
Sybil is a grad student in the US with a master’s degree in Women’s Studies, amateur debater, frequent 
arguer. 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

DIY Craft | Workshop   
 
What follows is a DIY crafts workshop where participants can learn how to fund raise for their collective 
group through community effort. 
 
In part 1, they will instruct participants with several ideas on how to get the ball rolling with fund raising 
for your group. Then, in part 2,they will move to a workshop and skillshare session on crafting items for 
selling at your events. This will involve: zine making, simple t-shirt printing, stenciling, patch making, 
sewing, clothes alteration, and badge making. These hand-made, upcycled, DIY gifts are a simple and 
cute way to raise a bit of extra money for your collective. 
 
About the workshop facilitator  
Dandy is a genderqueer trans artist currently living in Aberdeen, Scotland. They have been involved in 
grassroots activism for the past 3 or so years, both with a collective called Aberdeen Alternative Pride, 
a radical community response to the pinkwashing of Aberdeen's corporate pride, where they organised a 
weekend of music, poetry, dance classes, film nights, and art exhibition in August 2011, and most 
currently with Aberdeen Feminists, a radical feminist collective who have been involved in a variety of 
things, such as DIY shows to workshops to skillshares to street art. 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 



Between Sexgender and Transfemmebodiment: it is not about diversity 

This workshop will focus on theories surrounding transfemininity in relation to transmisogyny, misogyny 
and countering the two interrelated forms of duress. The workshop will consist of two parts, in first part 
Mijke and Chryssy will give their points of view on sex and gender in relation to transfemininity, running a 
quick theoretical update for the ones that need it. In the second part, a discussion about strategy and 
practice is structured along the terms encountered in the first part. The workshop as a whole will 
consist of a mutual exploration of genderedness that is not about diversity, but about provocative 
multiplicity. 

Taking the specificity of the queer scene as example Chryssy and Mijke will discuss theories of 
sexgender and transfemmebodiment as starting points to ways of thinking about building inclusive 
practices. Locating explicit solidarity with forms of genderedness that are erased, or explicit forms of 
genderedness that are seen to be ‘neutral’ while reinforcing transmisogyny, the workshop will focus on 
building bridges across differently structured practices of world-making. Mijke and Chryssy will look at 
questions such as what 'difference' is, and what counts as 'transfemininity'. 

Coming from practical and theoretical backgrounds Mijke and Chryssy will focus on experiences of good 
and bad practice. The lack of transfemininity in queer circles will be discussed, including practices that 
can be applied to address this. However, in order to change practices it is vital to think differently about 
sex and gender, masculinity and femininity, as Chryssy and Mijke will argue for. 

About the workshop facilitators 
Chryssy Hunter and Mijke van der Drift are currently London-based researchers 

::Back to Program:: 

 

Queer is as Queer Does | Workshop 
 

“Queer is As Queer Does: Neo-Normavity in Queer Spaces” 

Group Discussion facilitated by Maria Serban-Temisan and Genevieve Hudson 

 

The two-hour discussion called “Queer is As Queer Does: Neo-Normavity in Queer Spaces,” will raise 
questions about the main objectives of DIY queer spaces–what are they? Inclusion? Social change? If 
social change - for whom? For the queer community only? Is there, or should there be, an interest in 
educating ‘other’ people also? Is there an interest in bringing in people who have not been radicalized 
(yet)? Together we will ask, are there norms or stereotypes created about what makes a good queer? 
What are are these norms, if they exist? And what foils the neo-norms? Can one be too feminine? Not 
sex positive enough? Too monogamous? Who decides who is in and who is out? Is it possible that some 
queer spaces are reproducing the same oppression techniques the non-queer wider society has been 
exercising on the queer communities? 

We are interested in sharing experiences and views from our lives; not looking for yet another academic 
discussion. We also aim at creating a safe space where we learn from each other and there is no 
hierarchical teaching involved. 

 
::Back to Program:: 

 

Sex workers rights | Workshop 
 
We're going have a look at where sex workers rights sits in queer/trans spaces.  



 
What's it like being a sex worker in queer and trans communities?  
 
And why queer folk, trans folk, activists, feminists and kinksters could benefit from knowing more about, 
and how to support sex worker rights struggles.  
 
The rights of Sex Workers cover a massive area of contested zones.  
 
Whorephobia by the State and society is activated to justify: 
-racist border control 
-police profiling and brutality  
-paternalistic sexism 
-transmisogyny  
-incarceration 
-the reduction healthcare campaigns 
just to name a few arenas.  
 
These actions prop up and strengthen the sites of the prison industrial complex, detention centres, 
poverty and gentrification. 
 
Queer/trans folk, activists, feminists, anarchists and kinksters should be the natural allies of Sex 
Workers.  Many of the same prejudices and oppressions that target sex workers like:  
-victim blaming  
-rescuer/saviour behaviour 
-false consciousness rhetoric  
-stereotyping 
- moral policing of sexual behaviour and gender expression 
are the same ones used against many other marginal groups. 
 
Many of us Sex Workers are queer, trans, kinky, feminist, anarchist, activists, but don't 'come out' 
about it due to judgement within our scenes. Too often these groups utilise whorephobia and 
misdirectedly blame Sex Workers for propping up patriarchy and capitalism, and condoning the 
objectification of women. 
 
Come to this workshop to examine the whorephobia within our scenes, and discuss how to be in better 
solidarity with Sex Workers. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

Chair Safety for All Genders: Clowning for Queers | Workshop 
 
Clowning for Queers and Hos 
Who is the clown? The clown is you. Whether you are an accomplished performer or have never been 
onstage before, you are sure to benefit from this creative exploration of breath, embodiment and joy. 
We will focus on partnerships, connecting to the audience, and being available to the unexpected. As 
people living with  marginalised sexualities, we are often told that we should make work that is more 
normative. But when one's life is not normative, one cannot make normative work and still tell the truth. 
This will be a professional theater training workshop with no taboos around subject matter. Participants 
may bring performance pieces they are already working on and workshop their pieces during the class, 
time permitting. 
This workshop will be taught in English.  
Class size is a minimun of 6 and a maximun of 12 students. 
 
About the workshop facilitator 



Harvey Rabbit is an American interdisciplinary artist, performer and sex worker who utilises creative 
writing, physical theatre, music, traditional acting, and fabric to weave intricate stories, on concept of 
“otherness,” most often focusing on gender, sexuality and disability.  She holds a Masters of Arts in 
Creative Inquiry and a Master of Fine Arts in Experimental Theatre from the Experimental Performance 
Institute at New College of California.  Her performance utilizes elements of tradition storytelling, clown 
and Theater of the Oppressed.  
Her performance and writing credits include the CESTA “Waste” Festival (2007) in the Czech Republic, 
her one-woman show “Madge’s Box,” which was in the San Francisco Fringe Festival in 2008, and 
"ShameNoShame!,"a clown duet and has performed segments of this show in various locations in Berlin 
and the Czech Republic. Her highly political play, “Fluffers,” about women in the sex industry, was 
chosen to be part of English Theater Berlin’s Ten Minute Play Festival in 2013.  She is the organiser and 
moderator of "Varieté Ridiculous," a professional queer cabaret with a focus on sexworker rights. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

QTIPOC | Caucus 
 
QTIPOC caucus: cos you know, white supremacy, racism and stuff.. 
Caucus space for people of colour identifying loosely alongside the English terms of ‘queer, trans and 
intersex’. 
Some things we might discuss: 
-queer white spaces 
-race and desire 
-reflection and representation 
-anything else participants want to talk about 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 

Trans* Sex | Workshop 
 
who we are: 
three white queers from berlin, including a queer trans*fag, a queer 
trans*feminine sparkle pony, & a pansexual, non-binary trans* sissy. 
 
what it is: 
a participatory/discussion & exchange-based workshop roughly centered on 
the following themes: 
- being trans* & having sex 
- creating/finding language for bodies & sex by yourself & with others 
- negotiating safer & barrier-free sex 
- exchanging links & resources for trans*posi zines, blogs, porn, etc. 
- setting & playing with boundaries 
- reconciling desires & sex with political ideals 
 
invitation policy: 
trans*-identified people 
genderqueer folks 
people with a trans* history-  "people with a trans* history" is a term used 
by come individuals who have transitioned & no longer view themselves as 



trans*: http://youknowyouretrans.tumblr.com/definitions 
 
we were trying to be as broad & inclusive as possible when listing the 
various identities welcome at the workshop. 
since we wanted to hold an empowerment workshop, people who are not 
trans*-identified (ie. cis partners & lovers) are not invited. of course 
we will not be asking for anyone's "trans* passport" at the door  
 
::Back to Program::

 

Ironing Maidens DIY Electronic Instruments | Workshop 
 
This workshop is essentially an introduction to Ableton Live 9 & is designed for participants to explore 
electronic music production. It takes participants on a journey through the creative process of 
electronic music production - programming beats, bass, melodic elements leads, pads and atmospheric 
textures.  Through this process of creating a track, participants will be given an overview of the Ableton 
Live platform, including setup, creating tracks, recording MIDI, basic editing, live arranging and adding 
FX. 
 
*TAKE NOTE*  
 
Participants should provide their own laptop.  If they wish they may also share with one other 
participant.  
They should have already installed ableton live 9 on their laptops - it is available as demo version here 
https://www.ableton.com/en/trial/?gclid=CLy8_uXCnr4CFSMUwwodXqAAXQ 
This version needs to be downloaded installed and authorised prior to the workshop. 
Participants should also provide headphones. 
BYO MIDI controllers are also encouraged but not essential 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

Homosexuality among Turkish Migrants in Dordrecht | Workshop 
 
My name is Berna Toprak and me and my team are working on a project to raise awareness to 
homosexuality among Turkish migrant groups in the municipality of Dordrecht. This project  
is an initiative of Turkish migrants who live in Dordrecht and noticed a lack of safe space for homosexual 
individuals. We want to address domestic violence and homosexuality. 
For the queeristan festival I would like to organize a workshop where I get to introduce the problems 
faced by Turkish homosexuals and how institutions such as COC lack the proper strategy to address this 
target group. These reasons are basically why we, as Turkish people, took this initiative. I would like to 
end the workshop with a discussion on different strategies that could be used in order to raise 
awareness on homosexuality and violence in multicultural societies. I will probably be using a powerpoint 
presentation.  
 
I would also like to see this festival as an opportunity to share experiences with other migrant groups 
who have done similar projects, so we could discuss what obstacles were faced, how to overcome 
those obstacles, which strategies worked and which didn’t, why they worked or not etc. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
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Fuck with Money | Film Screening w/ q & a  
 
This is a screening of a work-in-progress of a documentary, shot in feb 2014. 
The story is about a couple of individuals in Melbourne, Australia, who all have queer identities and 
politics and work as sex workers. 
 
The makers of the film are Julia Thelin, filmworker and queeractivist based in Malmö, Sweden and Emma 
T. Åberg, queerperformer and documentary filmmaker based in Berlin. 
 
The idea of the project sprung out of the personally experienced clash between radical feminism and 
queer feminism when it comes to sex work, capitalism vs. anti-capitalism and a common 
'fuck-work-fuck-money' mentality, and through a shared interest in sex, sexuality and sex work. 
 
This is not near finished material, and we're aiming for a premier in november this year. 
 
Therefore we would gladly like to share our experiences, and take the opportunity to open up the movie 
making process to the queer community. 
 
We are inviting you to a conversation after the screening. 
 
We will together reflect upon how the film is presenting and questioning the subject of sex work, and 
also move into how it affects thoughts and feelings, rather than political solutions. 
 
Our aim with the film is to open up discussion about sex work and to fight whorefobia. 
 
Time: 30 min for screening + discussion 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

Queer Migration | Workshop 
 
Queer migrants oftentimes face feelings of displacement, disempowerment, anxiety, or confrontations 
because of their gender and/or sexuality and their ethnic background.  
Expressing ourselves can lead to unwanted labels and diagnoses by a system that largely denies the 
structural struggles it causes us. In this workshop we will offer the opportunity to share personal 
experiences of queer migration, address problems that we encounter, and collectively come up with 
possible solutions. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

In Between Your Legs | Workshop 
 
What does queer, trans, bi-, hetero, asexual mean when it comes to the body? How does it feel to live 
with a queer, trans or any other sexual/gender identity? Where to locate body awareness on our sexual 
identity map and how does it look like? What is in between our legs? How is it connected with our other 
body parts, such as our brain? Let’s play and make it visible! 
 



I invite to participate anyone who likes to play, is open to experiment and feels like getting connected 
with her-or himself and with others in a creative way. We will (re)make our own pussies, cocks and 
anything we have in a playful way. 
 
About the workshop: 
The ideal number of participants is 10-15. We will work in a comfortable, cozy space; in an atmosphere 
which fosters creativity. We will use materials such as fabrics, clay, papers, etc.  
 
The language of the workshop will be English.  
 
About me:  
I am an independent sex educator, social scientist and sex positive activist. I write articles as sex 
columnist for popular women magazines, organize sex workshops and educational events for adults on 
various topics such as “sex and motherhood”, “sextoys”, “sexuality in long-term relationships”, “sex and 
aging” etc. Currently I live in Amsterdam and inspired by the city searching for new ideas, partners and 
playgrounds to please both my professional and activist curiosity. You can find all my otherworks on my 
website:  
 
www.arserotica.org 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

On Connections between Identity/Appearance | Workshop 
Interactive Group Discussion with Thembi Molefi and Andrei Shieber 
 
This is a roughly 2-hours interactive discussion. We’re aiming to connect the 
abstract/philosophical/ideological issues with practical approaches to the following: 
 
How is our physical appearance influenced by our identity, and how is our identity influenced by our 
appearance? Is our appearance a form of communication – and if so, communication with whom? Why do 
we choose to wear specific clothes? How do we connect to our changeable physical attributes as 
opposed to our unchangeable physical attributes?  
 
Participants will be encouraged to share personal experiences and ideas, together we’ll try to 
understand our performance choices in relation to gender identities, ethnic identities and political 
identities. Moreover, we’ll try to deconstruct some of the cultural influences on our appearance choices  
 
– why do we choose to appropriate certain things and reject others, both as forms of rebel against 
cultural conventions? 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 
 

Des.GYN.COLONIZ.Hers | Workshop 
Anarcha, Lucy and Betsey were thirsty of vengeance. 
 
Des.GYNE.COLONIZ.Hers is an organic, complex working area. It is de-colonization of bodies, another 
tool to fight with, and to put things back at their right place. It is a dark shout full of anger caused by 
centuries of slavery, oppression, repression, violence, torture, racism, sexism, colonialism, capitalism, 

medical pornography. In simple words: war. It's a deep call to 
destroy the privileged language of the oppressor, a first act 
of many more to come. 



 
Today, another piece of this never-too-much-bleeding capitalism will be smashed: GINECOLOGY. 
 
We will meet and generate together a collective dynamic to set up a 15 minutes groupal performance by 
interpreting one act of a theatrical play***, that will take place the same night. 
 
***The play subject is the theatrical Opera "Gyneco-lógicas" 
[http://anarchagland.hotglue.me/?gynecologicas_menu], inspired by the herstories of Anarcha, Lucy and 
Betsey: three young black slave women living in the 1840's in a cotton plantation of Alabama. These 
ladies, all suffering of bladder-vaginal fistula as a consequence of childbirth complications, became 
guinea pigs in many of the experiments that gave origin to modern-western-gynecology as we know it: 
as another tool in the hand of hetero-patriarcal capitalism, that aims at controlling our bodies: some of 
them historically more exposed than others. 
 
Structure of the workshop: 
1 ··· PRESENTATION of the Anarcha-Gland-Project [http://anarchagland.hotglue.me/ + 
http://anarchagland.tumblr.com/];  
 
2 ··· SETTING UP THE PERFO: contents [text/auDIYo/video], scenarios, costumes [DIY & DIWO using 
recyclable materials]. This part will have time and space for organic growing until midnight, just before 
the: 
 
3 ··· PERFORMANCE AT NIGHT PARTY [at 00.00 hs]: During the night, there already is a 15 minutes slot 
reserved to perform the work we will have made during the day. 
 
WANT TO JOIN? 
Please enter, door is open...and take with you all the stuff you think it could help to set up the playing. 
 
Some suggestion: 
– your great body + your angry voice + your incredible fantasy 
– clothes/dresses/fabrics/make-up 
– musical instruments of every tipe [also a metal stick and a wood box -or viceversa- work!!] 
– HDD [for music/videos] + cables 
– gynecological/medical accessories [speculuum, white/green coats, surgery stuff, and so on] 
– lights [whatever: leds, strobo, neon, wood neon, etc] 
– and basically, anything that inspires you 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

Queer Health | Workshop 
 
Workshop 'queer health' 
 
In an effort to disrupt the dominant narratives biomedicine and white male discourses have created and 
sustained of patient-provider relations and disembodied bodies, this workshop aims to promote a 
discussion about queer health. During the workshop we would like to exchange ideas about how we can 
demand space and have our needs met in a normative healthcare system, how we can challenge the 
“medical gaze”, and how we can move towards ending health disparities in our communities. We hope to 
center the discussion on direct and indirect strategies to tailor healthcare systems to our unique 
intersectional selves. 
  
We would like to engage participants in a discussion and exploration along the lines on how we can 
inform healthcare professionals to better support our experiences within the system through exploring 
controversies in the culture of medicine and questioning the concept of queer health. We would also like 
to allow people to explore their own relationships to the health care system through body mapping 



techniques. Together we will work to create actionable steps to tackle heteronormativity, homophobia, 
and transphobia within the biomedical system.  
 
 
::Back to Program:: 

 

On the Border  Queering Relationship Structures | Workshop 
 
We’d like to facilitate a discussion about various forms of ethical non-monogamy. This will include an 
overview of terminology, rewards and challenges of non-monogamous relationships, tools for better 
communication, ideas for dealing with jealousy and more. Very often we enter into relationships with 
preconceived ideas about the direction they’ll take and what we expect. By challenging typical 
relationship patterns and trajectories, we can gain insights into ourselves and learn new ways to 
navigate all our social interactions. 
 
Dr. Katie-Lee Weille is a therapist, consultant, qualitative researcher, dance enthusiast and mother. 
Bear Silver is an activist, writer, performer, and educator 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

Sex Worker | Caucus 
 
We are wanting to hold a caucus space for sex workers at the queeristan festival. 
We are Priscilla and Wai, White and diasporic Chinese, cis and trans, queer, middle class, monolingual 
sex workers. Living in London, and from Aotearoa/New Zealand. 
As sex workers in queer space it can not always feel a safe space to be out about that part of yourself. 
Sex work has a huge history in our queer, trans, and qtipoc communities. 
But this has not always been acknowledged or respected. 
We are wanting to hold a space to connect for sex workers at the festival. 
-sex workers in a non sex worker explicit space 
-how working is for you in the place you live/work 
-meet and greet 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

Queer Lives Film Program w/ q & a 
 
 WELCOME HOME - A STORY ABOUT A QUEER ELDERLY COMMUNITY IN BERLIN 
a film by Silvia Maggi. Study and research by Silvia Radicioni 
 
On June 2012, Lebensort Vielfalt opened its doors to welcome around 40 people divided over 24 
apartments in Berlin Charlottenburg. Lebensort Vielfalt is the first LGBT inter-generational elderly 
community in Germany and that is managed and organized by the community itself.  
For almost one year we have been looking at the Lebensort Vielfalt as a counter example of care and 
support. We have interviewed residents, their friends and the community coordinators.  



When we decided to make a film about the Lebensort Vielfalt, we realized we were making a film about 
ourselves as well. We wanted to meet elder people with whom we identified. In our encouters, we found 
stories that were familiar to our own. Stories of migration, struggle, and love. 
In their stories, as in our lives, the meaning of care and the question of care overlap with Community, 
with the quest of feeling at Home. 
Welcome Home is a film we wanted to make for the people living at the Lebesort Vielfalt and all the 
queer elders who are not supported by a community. Who have to decide whether to live alone or to 
move into an institutional elderly home, in danger of being discriminated and forced to go back to the 
closet. 
Welcome Home is also a film about being queer. About people who live across borders, build communities 
and struggle to find new ways to care for each other. 
http://vimeo.com/84414033 
 
::: 
 
- BRIXTON FAIRIES: MADE POSSIBLE BY SQUATTING 
A film by Taha Hassan 
The film is made up of a series of interviews with South London Gay Liberation Front members, who 
established a gay community in South London by squatting long-abandoned council properties. They ran 
the UK's first Gay Community Centre, the original Pride marches, and also organised many national 
campaigns of great significance- all from squats on Railton Road. The film is intended to complicate the 
existing narrative of the progress of the LGBTQ movement in the UK, which has whitewashed out 
squatting and direct action and focuses entirely on reformist campaigns. 
 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

trans* caucus  
 
It’s going to be a three hour workshop for trans* idenitifed peole only. We will invite several trans* 
people we know who seldom come to these events precisely because they feel excluded. The fact that 
we offer a closed workshop is also an indication of a need. 
Themes we will probably talk about are 

● problems within the scene and outside (parallels, differences), touching upon 
transfeminism 

● interaction: why do some people live in the queer scene, others totally not and again 
others with one leg? 

● resource exchange for undocumented trans people (where to go if you need something 
specific) 

● racism 
● cissexism 

We can have up to 20-25 ppl and will talk in a circle. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 
 

On Queer Art Spaces as... 
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F84414033&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEfvdpThf8LuIFKfH5pSLVMmmMOoA


I would be interested in joining the festival in order to analyse how notions of space are being 
approached in terms of both queer and art. I would like to note that it is not my intention to try define 
what queer space is exactly, but instead collect together different approaches to how these spaces 
function. 
I am hoping to conduct during my visit a workshop or a discussion session for the duration of 
approximately two hours to hear opinions on the topic, so as to map how queer space could benefit from 
an art space and what art space could learn from a queer space. Why I am considering it as a potential 
workshop is that it could result in a form of action, like a form of activism, writing of a manifesto or a 
performance. This is related to my argument of seeing a queer space as a space for action and protest, 
and not for passive presentation of art. However, any activity resulting from the workshop is up to the 
participants and resists to being forced or pre-planned. 
 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

RidIDKule Circus Workshop 
 
Born in Queeristan Collective, rid-id-kule circus grows as a monster from this constellation of freaks! We 
would like to share a circus-workshop during this festival 2014 once more. At the workshop we will get 
to play both creatively and technically with circus skills, props and freaks. Get to know each other in a 
more physical way, shake heteronormative politics in main stream circus, get some music and sweat 
some anger out while sharing circus beat. 
 
::Back to Program:: 
 

 

Tara Transitory – Artist Presentation  
 

Tara Transitory aka One Man Nation is an experimental musician with a background in media and sound art.                                   
She is trans, nomadic and is currently sending out smoke signals from the International //gender|o|noise\\                             
Underground where she is exploring the themes of gender, noise and catharsis through performances, talks                             
and the collective experience of creating ephemeral happenings with trans*queer communities everywhere. 
Originally from Singapore, she splits his time between Asia|Spain where she is developing The Future                             
Sounds of Folk, codirects The Unifiedfield and runs the Translæctica nights. 
Tara performs solo as One Man Nation, with Truna as { 23 Shadows of Amnesia },with Pierre Bastien as                                     
Mecanation and with Miriam de Saxe as // taami|Δ|kiiri \\. She has collaborated extensively and her past                                 
collaborations include Vincent Moon, Cdrik Fermont, Kato Hideki, Hilary Jeffrey, Richard Scott, Alfredo                         
Genovesi and Soopa Collective; has performed internationally at the Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao),                       
Museum of Contemporary Art (Taipei), ISEA (Ruhr), Mapping (Geneva), Piksel (Bergen), MEM (Bilbao),                         
STEIM Jamboree (Amsterdam), Makeart(Poitiers), Fete 0.1 (Orléans), SummerLAB (Gijon), Steirischer                   
Herbst (Graz) and Sonic Protest (Paris) amongst others. 
 
___ 
I would like to present at Queeristan the following: 
 Presentation/Talk of Fragments from the International //gender|o|noise\\ Underground (ARTIST                   
PRESENTATION / VIDEO ART) 
 
 
PDF of detailed description of artist and workshop 
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SilkScreen Printing / Pinhole Camera Dark Room 

Bring fabric + shirts and/or strike a pose! 
 
Silkscreening folks can bring their clothes to be printed. There should be three designs available: 

 
 
Pinhole Camera Fed up with unreal, plastic, “perfect” images fed by commercials? Try the blurry with a 
personality of our queer portraits! Just choose how you want to look like (nice accessory, naked with 
your favorite wig, wearing your grandma's clothes and electric guitar...). Then strike a pose (in daylight, 
and be patient, you will have to wait nearly two minutes) Our darkroom will bring the magic of your 
portrait on paper! 
 
Activity facilitator: Guik Queercore 
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